
A spending cut for the Treasury – stop
sending money to the dead

Every day government sends out pension money and benefits to people who have
died.  It then employs other staff to work out where there has happened, and
to seek to reclaim it from relatives of the deceased. This process takes time
and effort, and is not always successful. It is also upsetting to family
members to receive communications about overpayments to their dead loved
ones. There is a double cost in the money they do not get back and in the
costs of the recovery, and a cashflow cost from all the erroneous payments
made. I ask the Treasury to look at how to improve and save money.

More to the point this waste and cost could be easily saved. Most people who
die in the UK are elderly UK citizens. They must be well known to the UK
state, as they die under the supervision of an NHS hospital doctor in an NHS
hospital, or under the eye of an NHS GP. In order to get the free NHS care
the elderly person has to be well known to the UK authorities, with medical
card, National Insurance number, and registered with a local surgery with
name , address and these identifier details.  More importantly, the
supervising doctor has to make out a medical certificate identifying the
person and establishing date, time, place and cause of death.  This document
could be used to inform the rest of government of the death and cease all
payments from close to the time of death.

It is true that NHS hospitals often delay producing the Death Certificate for
a few days for no good reason. Why not ask the senior medical person on duty
when the person dies to produce the certificate before going off shift, as
surely it is easiest to write out an accurate certificate whilst the memory
on the ward is still fresh as to the time and circumstance of death. This can
be promptly checked and reviewed by another unrelated doctor at the hospital.

The state, however, delays matters further by requiring a relative of the
deceased to pick up the medical certificate and to take it to a Registrar of
Deaths to create a second death certificate. This can delay matters longer,
as Registrars are not available at week-ends or in the evenings. The relative
has to go in person to  meet the registrar, and often there is a week’s delay
or more before the first available  appointment can be secured. The relative
is requested to take the birth certificate, marriage certificate, NHS card,
NI number, tax reference, full name and address of the person as if the state
does not know any of this from the medical death certificate and its own
records. Still, however, when the formal Death Certificate is issued, the
government may  go on paying the deceased.

Individuals are further encouraged to register with Tell Us Once. The irony
of this is  not lost, when it is clearly tell us at least twice and turns out
to be an invitation to tell them many more times. This entails putting onto
another computer many of the details given to the Registrar, and saying what
the relative knows about the deceased’s relations with the state. After doing
this, payments are still often made to the deceased!
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This is a bad system that imposes plenty of stress and hassle on the grieving
relative, and fails to use the amply supplied information to  stop the flow
of money promptly and cleanly. Surely in an age of computers which can talk
to each other the state could stop paying pensions and benefits to the dead?

How more EU damages political parties

The traditional parties like the Christian Democrats and Social democrats in
most continental countries, and Labour and Conservative in the UK, have a
history of changing leaders and changing policies whenever their popularity
falls or their electoral success is threatened. That is the nature of
democratic politics. Parties that want to govern have to please enough people
enough of the time.

So what is bizarre is the way the EU holds them in thrall, in the case of the
continental parties to the point of self destruction. Undue support for the
austerity policies of the Euro has swept aside the traditional parties of
Greece, Italy and France, throwing up new parties that have taken over
government. In both Spain and Germany the two old giant parties  have been
deeply wounded by the their adherence to the EU/Euro scheme.

The UK parties have been less damaged because self preservation – and a lot
of pressure from a few of us in Parliament – kept them out of signing up to
the Euro. At the last election the promise both made to take us out of the EU
took support for Labour and Conservative back up to a combined high 83%. It
is not surprising to see Conservative support now  falling with the PM trying
to persuade people of her delayed and partial exit  in tge Chequers
proposals. Many Conservative voters from 2017 feel let down, as they voted
for a party that would get on with Brexit.

Mrs May needs to remember just how much damage too much EU has done to the
Conservative party before. Mr Heath who took us into the EEC lost in 1974,
the first election that followed that fateful decision. It was not just the
EEC that cost him, but Labour offered a renegotiation and a referendum  which
proved more popular, as people thought Mr Heath had done a bad deal. Sir John
Major sacrificed his party and did huge damage to the UK economy by insisting
on joining the Exchange Rate Mechanism. This duly plunged us into high
inflation followed by recession, as I predicted at the time. This in turn
meant the Conservatives spent the next 18 years from the 1997 election
without a majority in Parliament, with 13 years in opposition with few seats,
paying the price for the economic incompetence too much EU delivered. The
false explanation that he lost in 1997 owing to disagreements about the EU
can be easily rebutted by looking at the opinion poll graphs. The
Conservatives lost support heavily as soon as the economic damage of the ERM
was revealed, and never regained it – nor lost more – during the rows that
followed.
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Stamp Duty receipts fall

As forecast here, Stamp Duty receipts are now lower than before Mr Osborne’s
big increases in the rate of Stamp Duty on second homes, and dearer
properties.

Other tax receipts will also have fallen from the sharp reduction in
transactions that has resulted. It means less income and corporation tax from
estate agents, removal firms, and home improvement businesses that do well
out of people moving.

So why not cut the rates to raise more revenue?

Beware the draft Withdrawal Agreement

It is difficult to see why some in government are so keen for us to complete
negotiating a Withdrawal Agreement. The one the EU has in mind is a one sided
grab of powers and money. Some in government seem to think we need another 21
months in limbo, technically out of the EU but in practice bound into it by a
new Withdrawal Treaty on more penal terms than our current membership. What
is they can agree after March 2019 that they have been unable to agree in the
2 years nine months from the vote until next March? Why not just get on with
it with March 2019 as the deadline?

Mr Raab has tried to inject some negotiating counter into the proceedings by
saying there needs to be a Future Relationship Agreement to justify this very
generous Withdrawal Agreement for the EU. The problem is the UK civil service
seem to accept that the Future Relationship Agreement will be a flimsy Head
of Terms, effectively little more than an invitation to another 21 months of
probably unfriendly and fruitless negotiations. Meanwhile the EU is
understandably keen to get the UK to sign the Withdrawal Agreement in solemn
Treaty form, so we are bound in and have to make the payments.

I have seen nothing so far on offer from the EU by way of a future
relationship that justifies paying them another £39bn after we have left.
Canada did not pay them for their FTA, so why do we need to pay them for
something similar, if that turns out to be their best offer in the end? Nor
do I like the idea that any future partnership would take the form of a
complex and binding Association Agreement. These are used to impose EU rules
and practices on states that would like to become members in due course.

The more I look at the UK economy and public services, the more important it
seems to me that we have that money back soon. Then we can pull off what is
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needed for greater prosperity – tax cuts, spending increases and a fall in
deficit.

The Bank of England tightens money
further

Over a year ago the Bank of England decided to tighten money policy
considerably. It removed all the special credit lines for commercial banks
designed to encourage lending. It issued stricter guidance over car loans,
mortgages and consumer credit. It went on to raise interest rates from 0.25%
to 0.5%. It achieved its aim, with money growth halving to just 3.5% from the
7% level in 2016. The car market duly fell sharply, and the top end of the
property market was damaged, primarily owing to tax rises, but assisted by
the credit tightening. Money and credit still look too tight to provide the
backdrop for decent expansion.

Yesterday they decided to go further, by increasing interest rates to 0.75%
and introducing the concept of an Equilibrium rate of interest considerably
higher than today’s rate to guide markets towards expecting more monetary
tightening. It is difficult to see why from the  numbers being reported.
Growth has slowed. There is no surge in inflationary pressures. Banks are
better capitalised. On the Bank’s own forecasts the UK economy grows more
slowly than it used to with no inflationary problems ahead. They themselves
concede that if they kept interest rates at the new level of 0.75% instead of
raising them further prior to 2020,  output would be higher, unemployment
lower, and inflation only 0.2% higher than on their preferred course of slow
growth and more tightening by that date.

The Equilibrium rate is an unhelpful abstraction or distraction from the day
job of keeping inflation under control whilst promoting better growth. The
Bank accepts that the so called Equilibrium rate “cannot be directly
observed” – a polite way of saying it does not in any normal sense exist.
They accept that “there is a wide degree of uncertainty around the estimated
level” of the real equilibrium rate. By choosing a range of 0% to 1% real
they are trying to get markets to accept more tightening, but then they back
off a bit by leaving the timescale imprecise.

Inflation is being kept down by the open nature of the UK economy. A large
inward migration is keeping wages down, whilst massive imports of goods and
services are keeping general prices down. The Bank forecasts those features
to continue. They are aided in this by internet competition, and by the
emergence of big discounters in a range of markets. The Governor himself gave
a good lecture some time ago which I commented on effectively debunking the
main part of the MPC’s analysis. Their theory is  that they can measure
capacity, and that we are  now close to capacity. They therefore expect
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inflation to rise as we hit capacity.  As the Governor pointed out, in an
open global economy like the UK you can always import anything you need which
domestic output cannot  provide. So why is the MPC still preying in aid the
idea that we will soon have exceeded capacity, and therefore need to be
reined in?  How do you measure capacity reliably these days, when the
internet and changing consumer fashions and transforming what we need and the
supply to meet demand? The Bank is doing us no favours by being too
pessimistic about the outlook and then taking action to ensure a
disappointing outcome.


